
CITY LOUNGE PLANTER 06.095.L ZANO STREET FURNITURE

OPTIONS

DESCRIPTION

The presented project is a module in the form of a
stainless-steel planter with galvanized container for
greenery (eg. trees, shrubs). The walls of the planter fit
every element of The City Longue. Large planter is
equipped with drainage system and a system which
maintains moisture for vegetation. This model also has a
system that prevents tree roots from freezing in the winter
and from drying up in the summer. The overall weight of
the planter is about 1.5 tons, which provides stability for
other devices. In order to facilitate the installation, the
planter has concealed spaces in the size of a Euro-pallet,
which allows insertion of a forklift or a pallet jack and
gives possibility to move our product. Transportation of all
elements is done using crane/HDS. The inner part of the
planter is equipped with a special anchors, which stabilize
roots of trees and which can also be used for lifting the
entire construction. After setting the planters in the final
location the outer shell made of stainless steel is lowered,
which fully protects the product against uncontrolled
moving.
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CITY LOUNGE PLANTER 06.095.L ZANO STREET FURNITURE

GENERAL TECHNICAL DATA

Materials
- Stainless steel
- Galvanised steel insert

Dimensions
- width: 112.5 cm
- height: 112.5 cm
- depth: 112.5 cm

ZANO

In accordance with the Polish Law on Copyright and Related Rights of 04.02.1994
(Offcial Journal of Laws No. 24, item 83, corrected: Journal of Laws No. 43, item 170)
and in accordance with the EU copyright legislation including all EU directives and
regulations on copyright , Zano Mirosław Zarotynski Company, reserves the copyright
of drawings, descriptions, 3D models, renderings, graphics, content contained in offers,
attachments to offers and all other documents. Its content is the intellectual property
of ZANO Miroslaw Zarotinski company. The use of author's ideas, solutions, copying,
distribution of photos, graphics or fragments of graphics, descriptive texts, for profit,
without the permission of the author - ZANO Mirosław Zarotynski company - is
prohibited and constitutes a copyright infringement and is punishable.
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